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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Prince Rupert has a long history as a fishing town and the local culture and
community reflect this legacy. Prince Rupert is a significant port in the Pacific
North Coast Integrated Management Area which receives a majority share of
British Columbia’s annual commercial fishing catch1. Despite this abundance of
fish moving through the region, there is little access to locally caught seafood for
residents, and the majority of fish caught around Prince Rupert is shipped to
distant ports within Canada or internationally. This lack of access has left
residents wondering why they cannot access this local source of food and how
this challenge may be addressed.
Figure 8: Categories of access to seafood in Prince Rupert, with focus on the gap
segment of the population

The aim of this research and feasibility project was to understand the needs of
the community with regards to seafood access, scope out what options existed to
address those needs, and start to cultivate visions for the future that are specific
to the needs and conditions of Prince Rupert, all with an ear to the ground and
maintaining a strong connection with the local community. Building on the initial
community consultations of the North Coast Innovation Lab beginning in 2017,
this report expands on the work done in Summer 2018.
"Caught up in Catch Shares," Report by Ecotrust Canada and the T. Buck Suzuki Foundation,
2015
1
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Part I maps the existing landscape to understand what kinds of fishing-related
infrastructure and networks already exist in Prince Rupert, and what is desired.
Stakeholder perspectives were an integral part of building this understanding.
Community members and active commercial fishers were interviewed and
surveyed to understand why there is a lack of access to local seafood for
residents, as well as what types of initiatives the community may be able to
support.
➢ Over 20 community members sat down for interviews on their views of
the fishing economy in Prince Rupert and to discuss potential solutions.
➢ 13 Commercial Fishers spoke to us about barriers to the success of
small-scale fisheries and initiatives to increase local seafood access.
➢ 52 Community members told us about barriers they faced in accessing
seafood and what new initiatives they would support in Prince Rupert.
➢ 20 Commercial Fishers responded to a survey on whether they would be
interested in participating in a fish hub2 demonstration project.
Figure 7: Barriers to accessing seafood in Prince Rupert

The term 'fish hub' is used here to describe a seafood version of a terrestrial/ agricultural food
hub, which aim to create a central community meeting space to connect food harvesters to
consumers. The Fish Hub concept will be discussed in detail in this report.
2
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Interviews and surveys with community members revealed that Prince Rupert’s
residents have a deep desire for new opportunities to access fresh, local seafood,
with an outdoor market being by far the most popular idea. Community
Supported Fisheries (CSF) and a Fish Hub were also popular choices.
Figure 10: Preferences for new methods of accessing seafood

Even those who responded that they did not face barriers in accessing seafood
due to personal connections or the ability and tools to go fishing were excited at
the possibility of new seafood-related initiatives. Fishers were also supportive of
new seafood-related initiatives, with approximately 40% of those initially
surveyed saying they would be interested in participating as a vendor.
Figure 5: Survey responses to the question “Would you be interested in selling fish or
marine products directly to the public in Prince Rupert?”
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Part II outlines the solutions that emerged during the research and community
engagement for this project. These options were drawn from examples in similar
communities along the BC coast, where policy and economic contexts are
comparable to Prince Rupert. Options included an outdoor fish market, a
community supported fishery (CSF)/ seafood subscription box, a Fish Hub, a
Food Truck and Food Literacy Programming.
Part III goes into detail on the solutions that may be viable for Prince Rupert and
offers recommendations for each of these options. We also share lessons from
three demonstration projects: an outdoor market, an attempted fish hub trial,
and a seafood literacy workshop.
The research suggests that although the community would like to see an outdoor
fish market, there is not sufficient supply or demand for an outdoor fish
market to succeed in Prince Rupert. From the supply side, although fishers were
interested in a market, they could not commit to a schedule or take enough time
away from fishing to make a market viable. On the demand side, residents either
had personal networks through which to access seafood and/ or did not seem
willing to pay a high enough price for locally caught fish to sustain a market.
Based on these limitations, this report recommends starting with initiatives that
are more likely to be successful with a small number of early adopters while still
fostering a connection between seafood harvesters and consumers. The Fish Hub
and Community Supported Fishery (CSF) are two such options. In addition, this
report recommends including seafood literacy programming as a complement
to new economic initiatives which can both increase education, demand, and
awareness of the value of locally and sustainably caught seafood. Programs such
as these would also help to foster a sense of community around accessing and
learning about local seafood, and create more opportunities for local and
traditional seafood knowledge to be celebrated and shared.
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INTRODUCTION
About the NCIL

The North Coast Innovation Lab (NCIL) is a place-based initiative for people who
are invested in the future of Prince Rupert to identify, prioritize, and work
together on tangible projects that build a resilient economy as a tool for
community well-being.
About Prince Rupert
Prince Rupert is a city with 12,000 inhabitants, of which nearly 50% identify as
First Nations. Situated in the coastal temperate rainforest, Prince Rupert is a
beautiful city with cultural, economic, and historical significance for British
Columbia and Canada at large. Formerly a booming regional centre for fishing and
forestry, the economy is now focused on export logistics and shipping. This shift
has caused instability and change for Prince Rupert residents. In the face of these
changes, many residents want to reconnect with the ocean, revive the fishing
industry, access local seafood, and celebrate & participate in this significant
aspect of the Prince Rupert community.
Developing the Local Fish and Marine Economy

“How might we grow the local economy for fish and marine
products in Prince Rupert?”
The people of Prince Rupert have long been deeply connected to the ocean. As a
northern, coastal city, Prince Rupert was once the canning capital of British
Columbia3 with hundreds of fishing vessels filling the waters of the north coast.
Today, struggling against globalized economies and government policies and
regulations, marine food industries are a shell of their past glory, with the
industry struggling to survive.
In spite of this, there is a widespread desire to reconnect and revitalize the
industry, and celebrate the historical and cultural significance of fishing and
ocean culture. With impacts touching on food security, cultural revitalization,
Justin McElroy, “Prince Rupert’s largest cannery closing; 500 jobs in jeopardy,” Global News, November
13, 2015.
3
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local economic diversification, and community building, the North Coast
Innovation Lab is exploring initiatives that build on the fish and marine resource
economies as a means to increase the socioeconomic resiliency of Prince Rupert.

CONTEXT AND BACKGROUND
Food Security and Access to Local Food
Along the British Columbia coast, many smaller communities face similar
challenges to Prince Rupert4:
➢ Local seafood is increasingly difficult to access.
➢ Communities are watching seafood that is fished in their local waters being
shipped or trucked out of town as soon as it lands, while other food is
trucked in from ever increasing distances.
➢ Food from further away, including fish that is processed elsewhere and
brought into town by large grocery chains, is hard to trace and passes
through long, opaque supply chains before landing on individual dinner
plates.
➢ With food going through such long and confusing processes before it is
available to the public, information on the nutritional quality and
environmental impacts of the food we consume on a daily basis is difficult
to access.5
These long supply chains are not only a cause for concern from a nutrition and
sustainability perspective - they also have serious implications for community
food security. Community food security is defined as the the availability of
healthy, accessible and culturally appropriate food for every member of the
community at all times.6 Reliance on food supplies arriving from further and
Communities such as Port Hardy and Powell River face similar challenges. Information gathered
from interviews and local media: "Where’s the local seafood in coastal communities?" BC Food
Security Gateway, June 28, 2018; John Harding, "Gazette says you should be able to buy fresh fish
off the dock," Opinion, North Island Gazette, March 27, 2017
5
Katya Slepian, "Is that really tuna? Study suggests 44% of Canadian seafood mislabelled," The
Northern View, August 28, 2018 ; Gemma Karstens-Smith, "1/4 of seafood sold in Metro Vancouver
is mislabelled, study says," CBC News, June 18, 2018
6
Michael W. Hamm and Anne C. Bellows, “Community Food Security and Nutrition Educators,”
Journal of Nutrition Education and Behaviour, 2003, p. 37.
4
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further away makes smaller, more remote communities vulnerable to changes
and breakdowns in transportation networks.
This overreliance on distant food supplies and the risk this creates for Northern
communities during times of emergency was the focus of the Northwest Food
Security Forum in Smithers, BC, held in May 2018. Out of the forum, several
options to address these challenges were presented, including investing in local
processing and storage infrastructure and the creation of robust local networks
between growers, harvesters and consumers. With fish and seafood being such an
integral part of local and traditional food systems in the region, seafood access
becomes an important part of food security initiatives, especially for coastal
communities and their surrounding regions.
Compounding the issues associated with an increasingly globalised food system
are the very real challenges of complex fisheries policies, declining fish stocks,
and declining health of marine ecosystems.7
➢ Mismanaged fish stocks and industrial pollution are some of the major
contributors to marine ecosystems decline.8
➢ Declining fish stocks and policies that encourage speculation within the
fishing industry have made the industry very volatile, harming both small
scale harvesters and local consumers.
➢ The fishing industry is becoming too difficult to operate in for small scale
fishers and this has resulted in a decrease of the small-scale fishing fleet
overall.9
➢ Less fishing, combined with a volatile market has resulted in very high
prices for local consumers, if they can even find somewhere to access local
fish.
Situated within this broader context of an increasingly globalised food system,
concerns for food security in rural and remote communities, and declining
fish stocks, this project aims to understand the implications for access to
seafood from the perspective of the local community in Prince Rupert. In
Julia K. Baum and Susanna D. Fuller, “Canada’s Marine Fisheries: Stats, Recovery Potential and
Pathways to Success,” Prepared by the University of Victoria for Oceana Canada, 2016.
8
Ibid; D.I. Johannessen et al. “Marine Environmental Quality in the Pacific North Coast Integrated
Management Area (PNCIMA), British Columbia, Canada: A Summary of Contaminant Sources, Types
and Risks,” Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 2007.
9
"Caught up in Catch Shares," Report by Ecotrust Canada and the T. Buck Suzuki Foundation, 2015
7
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response to the challenges to local seafood access, opportunities to increase
access and understanding around the fish economy are explored.

METHODOLOGY
The North Coast Innovation Lab (NCIL) is using the Social Innovation Lab
methodology to foster social and economic resiliency in Prince Rupert. The Social
Innovation Lab (SIL) methodology is community-driven, experimental and aims to
address issues from a systems level.10
During the design phase of the NCIL, Nathan Randall, the NCIL Project Manager,
carried out an extensive range of interviews with people in Prince Rupert to
understand what challenges the community faced, and to surface the issues
which could be addressed through the SIL methodology. The lack of access to fish
and marine products in this coastal community was one of the main challenges
that came out of the interviews and community presentations. More information
about that engagement process can be found in the North Coast Innovation Lab’s
Interview Reflections and Program Design Report.
A key feature of the SIL methodology is working with the community at every
point in the process. The ‘problem’ that this focus area of the NCIL is addressing
was defined by the community engagement process described above: “How
might we grow the local economy for fish and marine products in Prince
Rupert?”
The NCIL’s initial community engagement, and an extensive range of interviews,
meetings and surveys targeting both specific stakeholders as well as the general
public, have together informed every aspect of this project. Listening to the
community has taken several forms and included a wide array of individuals and
groups. Other approaches to gathering information and learning for this project
included research, case studies and tangible demonstration projects. Figure 1
illustrates the approaches and methods used throughout this project.

“North Coast Innovation Lab - Interview Reflections and Program Design,” Report by Ecotrust Canada,
2018.
10
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Figure 1: Approaches and methods used to gather information and guide this project. The diagram
is non-linear to indicate that each approach is connected with the others. The circular image
shows how the project continually referred back to the Advisory Committee.

This feasibility project was carried out May-September 2018 and included many
components:
➢ An Advisory Committee made up of individuals with deep knowledge and
experience of the local fishing industry guided the project initially through
one-on-one interviews, and later through recurring monthly meetings. Table
1 below lists the Advisory Committee Members.
Bringing together a diverse set of perspectives in the community
Developing a common understanding of issues and co-creating
solutions together
Further refining and evaluating community projects
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➢ Desk research, which consisted of reviewing academic literature as well as
case studies from other coastal BC communities and connecting with
representatives from these programs, provided important information on
what is possible within the Provincial and local contexts and what
conditions are necessary for success.
➢ Semi-structured interviews with over 20 community members and
organizational representatives in various positions of leadership, and
with a range of connections to the fishing industry, guided the initial
direction of the project and provided information on specific models as the
project progressed.
➢ Several surveys conducted throughout the summer gathered ideas and
input from the broader community. The results from these surveys greatly
informed the direction of this project, and are discussed in more detail
throughout this report.
○ An initial survey of fishers resulted in 13 conversations on ideas for
how to improve the fishing industry and local fish economy, and also
polled respondents on their willingness to sell seafood directly to the
public through various models of direct sales.
○ A community survey heard from 52 community members on the
barriers they experienced in accessing local seafood and what new
avenues to access seafood they wanted to see in Prince Rupert.
Participants were also polled on what they would be willing to pay
for different species of seafood.
○ A second survey heard from 20 fishers on whether they would be
interested in participating in a fish hub demonstration project.
➢ Tangible demonstration projects were carried out (or attempted, in the
case of the fish hub) to practically test some of the ideas coming out of the
community conversations and research. These provided an important
opportunity to learn, observe the community’s response, and work through
details in a way that would not have been possible if the project had
remained hypothetical.
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Table 1: Advisory Committee Members for the Fish and Marine
Economy Project
Advisory Committee Members
Charmayne Carlson Owner and Operator, Dolly's Fish Market
Robin Beattie
Mabel Mazurek
Colin Masson

Peter Haugan

Manager, Cow Bay Marina
Manager, Northern Native Fishing Corporation
Area Director, North Coast, Fisheries and Oceans Canada

Commercial Fisherman and Manager, All Native Basketball
Tournament

WHAT WORKED?
➢ Incorporating a diverse array of research methods and community
perspectives, which was critical in developing a deep, systems-level
understanding of the problem. This was key to designing solutions that
address root causes and can be self-sustaining in the long-term.
➢ Developing a robust understanding of the local fish and marine economy,
including what already exists locally and what the barriers are to accessing
local fish.
➢ Fostering conversations on local seafood and local access to build
momentum for new initiatives.
➢ Rapid learning through both successful and unsuccessful demonstration
projects.

WHAT WOULD WE DO DIFFERENTLY?
➢ Incorporate a more diverse array of community members in the project
Advisory Committee, or in early engagement efforts/interviews
➢ Start with clearer objectives and expectations for the Advisory Committee.
➢ Allocate more time for tangible demonstration projects.
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➢ Be more intentional with attempts to include local First Nations voices in
the project design, to ensure meaningful participation that is
representative of the community’s demographic makeup.

LIMITATIONS
➢ This was a four month project, and part of the first cohort of projects
through the NCIL. The short project duration limited how quickly activities
and engagement could be researched, developed, piloted, adapted, and
tried again.
➢ The Social Innovation Lab (SIL) methodology aims to be community driven,
but the term 'community' is broad and it takes significant time and
capacity to meaningfully engage with the entire community. Thus,
although this project was led by extensive engagement with many different
members of the Prince Rupert community, there were still significant
segments of the population that were under-represented.
➢ The scope of the project was narrow, in that it did not address broader
policy or economic issues within the fishing industry. This is primarily a
limitation of time and resources, but it does leave room for further
research, understanding, and solution-building to address the root causes
of barriers to accessing local seafood.
➢ The project’s direction focused on access to fresh and frozen seafood.
However, due to time and resource constraints, not all possible avenues to
increase access to fish and marine products could be pursued. For example,
access solutions through restaurants and value-added processing
opportunities are other possible directions to pursue that were not
explored this summer.
➢ Adequate inclusion of First Nations’ community voices was challenging,
perhaps due to a lack of existing relationships with the NCIL and the
brevity of the project timeline which made it difficult to establish
meaningful relationships.
➢ Although several demonstration projects were carried out in partnership
with local organizations, a project leader or natural successor did not
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emerge. More work is needed to build relationships with organizations that
are both interested in and have the capacity to carry the project forward.
➢ Limitations related to the survey should also be noted: survey responses
were collected in-person and not all surveys received a high number of
responses, which could have affected the results. The sticker democracy
method used for the Cow Bay Days survey allowed later participants to see
earlier responses, introducing the possibility of peer influence.
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PART I

MAPPING THE LANDSCAPE
In order to address the lack of access to fish and marine products in Prince Rupert
it was important to first understand the existing landscape of the fishing
industry. In this section, we present existing assets and the perspectives of
fishers and community members, as learned through surveys and public
engagement. The aim is to paint a holistic image of what currently exists in Prince
Rupert and understand what is lacking, to define a solid foundation on which to
build for the future.

OVERVIEW OF THE FISHING INDUSTRY
The current state of the fishing industry is shaped by historical changes in fish
populations, changing fishery management frameworks, and economic policies.
Fisheries and Oceans Canada (DFO), the federal government body responsible for
managing Canada’s marine waters, gives priority to sustaining the fish
populations before opening the fishery for First Nations Food, Social and
Ceremonial fishing.11 The fishery may then be open to commercial fishing and/or
recreational fishing with limits on area, gear type, species, and season.
There are many significant costs and considerations associated with operating
within the commercial fishery:
➢ Running a commercial fishing vessel requires a commercial fishing licence,
as well as certifications from Transport Canada and DFO for the vessel,
skipper, and crew.
➢ Depending on the type of fishery, the vessel may need to purchase or lease
quota for the amount and species of fish they expect to catch.
○ Examples of fisheries that use the Individual Transferable Quota
system include Halibut, Sablefish and Geoduck.12

“Aboriginal Fisheries Strategy,”Government of Canada, Fisheries and Oceans Canada, 2012,
http://www.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/fm-gp/aboriginal-autochtones/afs-srapa-eng.htm.
12
"Caught up in Catch Shares," Report by Ecotrust Canada and the T. Buck Suzuki Foundation, 2015.
11
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➢ The purchase and maintenance of vessel, gear and equipment are other
significant costs, as well as costs for repair and emergencies (such as
insurance).
➢ Hiring a crew is another consideration, as well as food and fuel for the crew
and vessel.
○ Each individual on the fish boat also requires a Fisher Registration
Card, issued annually by DFO.
All of these components can create large capital barriers for those already in the
industry, and especially for those who want to get started in fishing.13
This regulatory framework ensures:
➢ The number of people fishing and the number of fish taken out of the
ocean remains at a level that allows fish stocks to regenerate.
➢ When fish stocks are exceptionally low, DFO has the authority to keep
certain fisheries closed.
○ For example, in recent years, openings for salmon have been fairly
limited, in an attempt to protect the low salmon population stocks in
the Pacific Ocean.
There is much controversy over how fisheries are managed. Although those
discussions are outside the scope of this report, Ecotrust Canada has published
several reports analysing many of the policies causing controversy. For more
information, please visit the Ecotrust Canada website.
Ecotrust Canada reports expanding on some of these topics include:
➢ Just Transactions, Just Transitions: Towards Truly Sustainable Fisheries in
British Columbia (2018)
➢ Caught up in Catch Shares (2015)
➢ Understanding Values in Canada’s North Pacific (2013)

13

Ibid
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LANDING THE FISH
Once commercial fishing vessels are ready to land14 their catch, they have a few
choices for where they can land and who they can sell their fish to:
➢ Typical of the industry today is landing directly with a fish processing
plant, who is also the fish buyer - at either the plant or a landing station.
○ Fishers commonly have pre-arranged agreements with processing
plants and can offload large amounts of fish efficiently and receive a
set price per fish or per unit of weight.
➢ Restaurants may buy fish directly from commercial fishers. Depending on
the fishery, this can be as simple as the fisher producing a bill of sale at the
dock, or it may be more complicated and require validation of the fishers’
catch at a designated landing site before it can be sold to a restaurant or
small buyer.
○ The salmon troll fishery is one example that does require validation.
➢ Fishers can sell directly to consumers. There are several options for how
to design such a set-up, which will be discussed at length later in this report
(see Part II for details).
➢ Other avenues for fishers to sell their fish include retailers and institutions.
Upon reaching the processing plant the fish enters a typical industrial supply
chain - undergoing primary and secondary processing, short or long-distance
transportation, cold storage, further transportation and distribution to
wholesalers and retailers.15 Much of the fish caught in Canada is exported
internationally,16 and even those fish that end up on Canadian or BC dinner plates
have gone through a long and opaque supply chain.17

‘Landing’ is an industry term used to describe the process of bringing wild caught fish to shore.
“Making Sense of Wild Seafood Supply Chains,” F
 uture of Fish, A report created for
The Nature Conservancy, 2015.
16
Statistics on Canadian seafood exports for 2017 are available on the DFO website: Canada’s
Fisheries Fast Facts 2017.
17
Katya Slepian, "Is that really tuna? Study suggests 44% of Canadian seafood mislabelled," The
Northern View, August 28, 2018; “Seafood Fraud and Mislabelling across Canada,” A report by
Oceana Canada, August 2018.
14
15
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THE LOCAL CONTEXT
Prince Rupert, with its prime location at the mouth of the Skeena river, was once
known as the Canning Capital of BC18 and the Halibut Capital of the World.19 As
the industry has changed over time, canning has become less profitable and most
canneries along the BC coast have closed. This has had a significant impact on
jobs in the fishing industry, especially in Prince Rupert.
Presently there are five plants operating in Prince Rupert and the surrounding
region:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Aero Trading, located in Port Edward
Canadian Fishing Company (Canfisco) operates two plants in Prince Rupert
Coast Tsimshian Seafood, located in Lax Kw’alaams
D & N Seafood Ltd, located in Port Edward (wholesale)
Dolly’s Fish Market (a restaurant and small processing plant, provincially
licensed)

There are also two offloading facilities, which may land catch for specific
processors or allow fishers to deliver and sell to whomever they choose:
➢ Tenerife Packing Ltd., located in Port Edward
➢ Prince Rupert Seafoods Ltd., located in Prince Rupert
One more facility is important to note here, although not a processing plant:
➢ Coastal Shellfish is a scallop aquaculture facility located in Prince Rupert;
although they do not process wild caught fish, they are an important
example of economic diversification within the local fishing industry and
the hatchery is a state-of-the-art facility which contributes to the
infrastructure assets of this region.
The majority of fish landed in Prince Rupert is shipped out of the local
community. Aero Trading does offer limited direct sales to the public, however,
this is not a significant part of their operation, and the bulk of fish caught locally
and landed in Prince Rupert and surrounding areas is processed and shipped to
Justin McElroy, “Prince Rupert’s largest cannery closing; 500 jobs in jeopardy,” Global News,
November 13, 2015.
19
Bruce Wishart, Prince Rupert as the Halibut Capital of the World, T
 he Northern View, A
 ugust 1,
2012.
18
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Vancouver or international markets.20 Dolly’s Fish Market also offers processing
services and is provincially licensed to do so.

FISH INDUSTRY ASSETS
Prince Rupert is a community with a long history of fishing and fish processing.
This history is embedded into the memory of the community and remains an
important part of its social and cultural identity. Both physical and social
infrastructure exist within the community, albeit owned and shared
inconsistently. Below is an outline of the key assets that Prince Rupert has to
build on for a fisheries economy revival (Figure 2):

Figure 2: Prince Rupert’s Assets related to the fishing industry.

A significant amount of infrastructure and programs relating to the fisheries
economy exist within the city and surrounding region. However, there is no
20

Personal conversation with a representative from Aero Trading Ltd.
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central information source that lists all fish-related assets within the region.
Bridging this information gap became an important first step for this research
and feasibility study, especially to consolidate useful information in accessible
formats. Information sharing that can help to dispel misinformation and
confusion on what is available and what is possible in Prince Rupert is one way in
which the social innovation lab methodology can provide valuable tools to the
local community and foster innovation.
The map below (Figure 3) highlights tangible assets related to the fisheries
economy in Prince Rupert and surrounding communities, coded by colour into
categories:
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢
➢

Retail
Processing and Offloading Facilities
Community Food Programs
Marine Infrastructure
Support and Regulatory Infrastructure
First Nations CFEs/ Licence Holders

In presenting this information on a single map, several patterns have emerged:
the abundance of harbour facilities and processing plants, even some that are not
currently in use, is a significant benefit for the fish and marine economy.
Conversely, the lack of retail opportunities is striking, as well as the lack of access
to seafood through community food programs.
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Figure 3: Map of Prince Rupert’s Fishing Economy Assets

© OpenMapTiles © OpenStreetMap contributors. Map created using MapHub.

The image above is a snapshot of a small section of the map. A more detailed,
interactive version of this map is available at this link. The resources mapped here
are also listed in Appendix B.
In mapping the tangible assets that Prince Rupert has to build on, an important
limitation of the physical mapping process came to light: the physical map does
not capture the intangible social and digital connections and assets that exist
within the community. Figure 4 below outlines how these different factors
connect to one another across different spaces. Gaps in existing assets are
indicated in red.
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Figure 4: Prince Rupert’s Assets organised by digital, physical and social
space.

For example, throughout the project, the importance of informal trade and gifting
networks to seafood access in Prince Rupert and surrounding communities
became apparent. These important networks are an integral part of the story of
seafood access in this region, as are several other intangible assets.
➢ As social and digital networks were uncovered, it became apparent that
there weren’t many formal opportunities for harvesters and consumers to
connect.
➢ Although several processing plants and harbour facilities, both large and
small, exist within the city and surrounding region, there is a notable lack
of delivery and transportation infrastructure, especially for perishable
products such as seafood.
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➢ Communication and access to information seem robust within informal
networks, but there is a lack of opportunity for those outside of these
networks to be incorporated into the existing relationships.
○ For example, although many community members possess deep
knowledge and experience with fish harvesting and processing
techniques, there are very few formal opportunities to learn these
techniques for those who are not personally connected to the
knowledge-holders.

FISHER PERSPECTIVES

To gain an accurate picture of the local fishing context, active commercial fishers
were surveyed. The aim was to hear their concerns about the industry and where
they saw opportunities for community-level initiatives to have a positive impacts.
21
This first survey of fishers asked a series of questions to gather insights into the
fishing industry, and understand whether active commercial fishers would be
interested in opportunities for direct sales to the public.
In total, 13 responses were collected through in-person surveys that took place
at four local moorage sites around Prince Rupert, over three days.
Survey Locations:
➢ Cow Bay Marina
➢ Rushbrooke Harbour
➢ Fairview Harbour
➢ Port Edward Harbour
Despite hearing from community members that fishers would not be interested in
selling to the public, what we heard from fishers themselves was a fairly balanced
response (see Figure 5): approximately 40% of those surveyed were interested in
opportunities to sell to the public, and some respondents were already selling
directly to the public in other BC coastal communities and thought that the
concept could also work in Prince Rupert.

21

Survey questions are listed in Appendix A
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Figure 5: Survey responses to the question “Would you be interested in selling
fish or marine products directly to the public in Prince Rupert?”

➢ An equal number of respondents were interested in selling directly to the
public as were not - and this was observed across the different moorage
sites and the different days that the survey was conducted.
➢ ‘Other’ responses included the following:
○ One fisherman noted that he was interested in the idea of selling to
the public, but was wary that there might not be enough demand in
Prince Rupert to support such a business model.
○ Another noted that the skipper of the boat already did sell to
markets in other BC coastal communities, but he couldn’t speak for
the skipper as to whether he would be interested in Prince Rupert.
○ A third fisherman said he would be interested, but it was not a top
priority for his time and the costs would need to be worth the
benefit.
➢ Of those who responded ‘Yes’, outdoor fish markets, community supported
22
fisheries and email/ phone lists were the most popular models, with an
outdoor fish market being selected by each respondent as an avenue they
would be willing to try.
I have proposed the term ‘fish hub’ to describe this method for the purposes of this project details on this can be found in the next section.
22
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COMMUNITY PERSPECTIVES
Despite the existence of moorage and processing infrastructure in and around
Prince Rupert, access to the fish caught and processed nearby is still quite
challenging for a significant portion of the population. Contrary to what may
come to mind when thinking about life in a coastal fishing town, Prince Rupert
residents have few opportunities to access local species from local harvesters or
sellers.
Access in this coastal town is only slightly better than what would be available in
cities further inland: major grocery stores carrying frozen seafood from supply
chains which provide very little information on the origins, dates and details for
the catch make up the majority of available options.
Figure 6: Avenues for access to seafood products in Prince Rupert

Current avenues for access to seafood in Prince Rupert are outlined in Figure 6.
This information was gathered through interviews and research into what is
available in Prince Rupert, as well as feedback from the community survey, which
is discussed below.
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COMMUNITY SURVEY
In order to gain a full picture of opportunities and challenges to seafood access in
Prince Rupert, a survey was conducted at Cow Bay Days, a local community
festival, on July 7th, 2018. Over 50 participants took part in the survey, providing
a diversity of perspectives and engaging in important conversations on seafood
access.
We asked the community: “Why is accessing seafood hard in Prince Rupert?”
and “What new ways to access seafood would you like to see?”
➢ Each participant was given two coloured stickers per question - green to
represent their first choice, and blue to represent their second choice.
➢ The options listed on the survey were derived from the extensive
interviews and research conducted in advance of the survey, to capture the
barriers that we had come across repeatedly.
➢ An ‘Other’ option was also offered, to capture new ideas.
Image 1: “Dotmocracy” survey at Cow Bay Days on July 7th, 2018
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Responses to the first survey question are illustrated by Figure 7 below.
Figure 7: Barriers to accessing seafood in Prince Rupert

Key points that came out of the survey were:
➢ Of those participants who found seafood hard to access, seafood being too
expensive was the first choice for the majority of participants, selected by
15 participants as their first choice and 11 participants as their second
choice.
➢ For those reporting barriers, not knowing where to go to access seafood
was the second most popular choice, selected by 11 participants as their
first choice and 9 participants as their second choice.
➢ A significant number of participants (20 as their first choice) said that they
did not have trouble accessing seafood: due to personal and social
connections, being able to fish and/ or receiving fish through their First
Nations food fish allocation program.
○ However, even those who mentioned that seafood was not difficult
to access talked about how seafood was becoming more scarce and
therefore less easily accessible - this was especially true of those who
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received their fish through First Nations food fish allocation
programs.
○ First Nations Food Fish Allocation programs tend to be directed to
particular species, such as Sockeye Salmon - so although the need for
this type of fish may be satisfied by these programs, access to other
species was still noted as desirable by all participants in the survey.
[Sidebar: First Nations Food Fish programs were started by Nations to ensure that
all members of their communities could continue to access enough seafood to
meet traditional food requirements, especially those members who no longer
have access to or the ability to fish for their own food. These programs typically
hire local fishers from within the community to fish for the broader community,
and provide employment to local fishers in the process. The reason that we’re
hearing that even food fish is becoming hard to access is because as the fishing
fleet ages, there are fewer fishers within the community who have the skill,
experience and equipment to go fishing.]
Figure 8: Categories of Access

Figure 8 above shows the different avenues of access to seafood in Prince Rupert,
and highlights where the gap exists for those who are neither connected to the
fishing community nor able to afford premium retail prices. This diagram
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simplifies the issue to illustrate that there is a fairly large segment of the Prince
Rupert population that finds itself in this gap between the two sides of the access
spectrum - harvesting and gifting on the one hand and being able to afford high
prices on the other.
Despite having access through these other methods, most survey participants
were supportive of new avenues to access seafood in Prince Rupert - even those
who had access through informal networks or traditional retail wanted to see
more availability of local species and more consistent access than is possible
through gifting and trading.
The barriers to local seafood are summarized in Figure 9 below. While all barriers
are important, this project focused on the four grey boxes, as access to the
resource and transportation were beyond the scope of this project.

Figure 9: Barriers to Seafood Access
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PART II

UNDERSTANDING NEW AVENUES FOR
SEAFOOD ACCESS
In order to address some of the needs and barriers uncovered in the research and
community engagement discussed in Part I, several potential initiatives were
identified. These options were drawn from examples in similar communities along
the BC coast, where policy and economic contexts were comparable to Prince
Rupert. Options included an outdoor fish market, a community supported
fishery (CSF)/ seafood subscription box, a ‘Fish Hub’ (explained below), a Food
Truck and Food Literacy Programming.
The community survey at Cow Bay Days asked participants which of these new
avenues for accessing seafood they would like to see in Prince Rupert. This
question sparked lively discussion on visions for the community’s future and
participants were excited to share what they saw working in Prince Rupert, as
well as providing insight and caution into why some initiatives could present
challenges in the present context.
We asked the community: “What new ways to access seafood would you like
to see [in Prince Rupert]?”
➢ Similarly to the barriers question above, participants were given two
coloured stickers - green to mark their first choice and blue to mark their
second choice. Responses are displayed in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Preferences for new methods of accessing seafood
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Key points that came out of this question:
➢ The outdoor fish market was by far the most popular selection among
participants.
➢ Despite the fact that many participants told us that they did not have
trouble accessing seafood in their response to the first question (see
section on ‘Community Perspectives’ above), no one selected ‘Nothing new
is needed’ as either their first or second choice.
➢ Salmon Enhancement/ Ranching was added by a participant early on in the
survey as an ‘other’ option and it received several votes by later
participants. All 9 responses in the ‘other’ option refer to this suggestion.

NEW AVENUES FOR ACCESSING SEAFOOD
Each of the potential new avenues for access included in the survey are defined
and analysed. Potential opportunities and challenges for each option are
discussed, and case studies of similar initiatives in other BC communities are
highlighted where applicable.
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01.

OUTDOOR FISH MARKET

WHAT
Outdoor fish markets feature sales of fish in an outdoor location, sometimes near
the waterfront. Seafood offered for sale can be either fresh, frozen or processed,
depending on the licensing of the vendor. There are several different forms that
an outdoor fish market can take, some examples of which are:
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➢ A market on the docks featuring fishers selling their catch directly from the
harvest vessel.
➢ Fishers or fish processors selling fresh fish at a farmers market or other
outdoor event or setup.
➢ Fishers or fish processors selling fresh fish on the docks from stalls or from
a single float, where the fish is not coming directly from the harvest vessel.
➢ Fish processors/ retailers selling fresh or frozen fish outdoors in any
location they are licensed to sell at.
Each of these market models has different regulatory and licensing requirements,
outlined in Figure 11 below. (Some of the options mentioned in the chart will be
discussed further below).
Figure 11: Licensing requirements for different models of fish sales to the
public
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RESONANCE WITH COMMUNITY NEEDS
➢ A fish market, especially one that is outdoors or on the docks is a very
popular idea among Prince Rupert residents; this idea came up in
interviews and conversations prior to the community survey, and the
results of the survey reinforced the popularity of this idea.
➢ There are very few, if any, formal opportunities to buy seafood directly
from fishers in Prince Rupert, and this was identified as a key opportunity
from both the fisher side as well as the consumer side.
➢ An outdoor market can also provide a community event atmosphere and
serve community cohesion purposes, in that it can bring people together
and give residents a chance to contribute directly to local fishers while
building connections with and learning where their food comes from.
➢ Respondents to the community survey highlighted that an outdoor market
or more opportunities to buy directly from the fisher might help to reduce
prices, at least for whole fish, which addresses the concern of many
residents that available fish is too expensive.

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES
➢ An outdoor fish market requires a significant time commitment from
fishers without the guarantee of selling all their fish.
➢ Outdoors fish markets require some infrastructure, such as a publicly
accessible dock, a facility for ice, waste pump-out stations, etc.
➢ Regulatory requirements such as licences and fish validation
requirements can limit profitability and make it difficult for fishers to sell
at a market or directly to the public. These challenges are further
elaborated in the section on the Fish Hub demonstration project below.
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CASE STUDY: STEVESTON FISH MARKET23

Image obtained from the Steveston Harbour website.

➢ Steveston Fish Market is an outdoor fish market based in Richmond, BC
that has been in operation since 1989.
➢ The Market was established and is run by the Steveston Harbour Authority,
on a purpose-built dock that is open for fish sales 24/7.
➢ Commercial fishers pay a small fee for a space on the dock and must post a
sign with information on what kind of fish they are selling and when it was
caught.
➢ Fishers are only permitted to sell their own catch, and only from the
harvest vessel.
➢ No processing or cutting of fish is permitted in the Harbour - fish must be
sold whole or arrive at the dock already headed and gutted at sea.

23

Information on this and all following case studies was obtained from interviews and online material.
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LESSONS FOR PRINCE RUPERT
The Steveston Fish Market’s success is a clear example that outdoor fish markets
can be highly successful and appeal to both residents and tourists. However,
there are some key differences between Steveston and a potential market in
Prince Rupert:
➢ Steveston serves a population of approximately 2.5 million people,
including the entire Greater Vancouver area, whereas a similar market in
Prince Rupert would be accessible to approximately 12,000 people, or
25,000 if including Terrace and surrounding communities.
➢ Steveston has been an established market since 1989, when the fishing
industry was thriving and it was a significant part of the local economy.
➢ Steveston is also located as a central port in BC’s lower mainland, so it
naturally draws fishers.
➢ The Steveston dock is named a Designated Landing Site by DFO, so fish can
be landed and sold at the same location without the need for a detour to a
landing site by fishers.

02.

COMMUNITY SUPPORTED FISHERY (CSF)

WHAT
A Community Supported Fishery is a model of direct sales to the public, in which
community members support their local fishers through buying shares of what
the fisher will catch during the upcoming season, in advance. The idea is to
connect consumers with those who harvest or catch their food, and allow them to
share some of the risk with the harvester. Figure 12 below illustrates the process
in three steps.
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Figure 12: The CSF Process

The concept is modeled after the very similar ‘Community Supported Agriculture’
(CSA) concept. Although CSFs are new in North America - with the first one being
24
established in 2007 - they have grown in popularity and are an attractive option
for consumers seeking to connect directly with the source of their food.
There is no universally accepted definition of what constitutes a CSF, but they all
25
generally share the following principles :
➢ A transparent chain of custody of seafood products from the harvester to
the consumer
➢ Increased access to locally caught and/or processed seafood
➢ Fair price for the fisher, typically above what is paid by industrial buyers
In addition, a typical CSF features an option for consumers to buy shares in a
fisher’s catch - or, in other words, pre-pay for a bulk order - in advance of the
fishing season, and then receive fish throughout the season as it is caught.

Godwin et al. 2017 “Towards the economic viability of local seafood programs: Key features for
the financial performance of community supported fisheries.” p. 377
25
Ibid p. 376
24
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The method of reception can vary, including:
➢ Pick-up at the dock of whole fish or fish that is headed and gutted
➢ Pick-up from a local processor or retailer - in which case fish may be further
processed
➢ Pick-up or delivery from a licensed vehicle, such as a freezer truck
Models for how often and what kind of fish is received also vary; fish may be
distributed once per season or it may be distributed every week – and any
frequency in between. Consumers may receive a share of whatever species the
fisher(s) are able to catch, or they may be able to select their share from the
choice of species available.

a. SEAFOOD SUBSCRIPTION BOX
A related model to the CSF is a Seafood Subscription Box, which was discussed by
several participants at the Cow Bay Days Community Survey. A Seafood
Subscription Box, like other subscription boxes, requires consumers to subscribe
to receive a box of seafood on a recurring basis throughout the season. As is
typical with many subscription box products, consumers do not know what they
will be getting in each box, and the contents of the box tend to change with each
iteration, depending on what is available. The ‘surprise’ element is also a selling
feature of the box, especially for consumers who are looking to experiment with
new and unfamiliar foods.
Since a seafood subscription box requires an advance commitment from
consumers similar to the CSF, they are listed together in this section.
Both a CSF and a Seafood Subscription Box provide additional opportunities for
both consumers and fishers, beyond a typical market:
➢ The opportunity to highlight undervalued species - this can help to reduce
the cost of the box for the consumer, while bringing in a better price for
the fisher, because the cost of high-value species is balanced by
under-valued species.
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➢ Highlighting under-valued species has benefits beyond the economic,
however:
○ Increased consumption of under-valued species can take pressure off
higher-values fisheries, leading to more sustainable demands on fish
stocks .
○ Under-valued species are a healthy source of protein that can
introduce consumers to new species to include in their diet.
○ Incorporating under-valued species into what consumers receive
raises consumer awareness and education about what species are
locally available and species seasonality patterns.
➢ Opportunity to connect with consumers by sharing fishing and seafood
related products, such as stories of the fishing experience and recipes on
how to prepare unfamiliar species. This also increases education on
seafood for consumers.

RESONANCE WITH COMMUNITY NEEDS
➢ A CSF addresses the lack of opportunity in Prince Rupert for consumers to
connect with local fishers.
➢ There are many local species that are abundant and yet under-valued in the
area, so they are not currently available through the existing retail avenues.
A CSF would connect consumers to these unfamiliar local species,
especially when conducted through a seafood subscription box model.
➢ Fishers are interested in new avenues to connect with consumers directly
and sell their fish for a fair price.
➢ Consumers are interested in new avenues to access seafood directly from
fishers, both for the social benefits as well as a more affordable price.
➢ A CSF can be relatively successful with a small number of early adopters, as
the model allows fishers to set aside fish for the CSF and sell the remainder
to a processor without any loss.
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POTENTIAL CHALLENGES
➢ A CSF requires a significant commitment from early adopters, both to try a
new model and pre-pay for a bulk share in advance.
➢ A CSF requires organizational and administrative capacity, the extent of
which depends on the model (ex. A single fisher selling whole fish at the
dock will require less management than an operation that includes multiple
fishers and processing fish into fillets.)
➢ CSFs are typically administered through an online management system,
that allows streamlined communication and customer account
management. However, not everyone in Prince Rupert is comfortable with
online systems.
➢ Although CSFs are a popular model for connecting with local fishers, they
are not always profitable in the long term.
○ Godwin et al. published a study on the characteristics of financially
26
sustainable CSFs. The main characteristics of a financially
sustainable CSF, as identified by this study are:
■ Inclusion of a fisher in the founding of the CSF.
■ Including an 'a la carte' option: allowing retail sales alongside
the option to buy shares, for those who are not able to or
unwilling to commit to a larger share.
■ Engaging in Social Media, which is important to keep
customers engaged with the CSF and foster engagement
among the community of peers created by the CSF’s users.
○ More information on how to set up a CSF and related resources are
27
available at LocalCatch.org

26
27

Ibid
LocalCatch.org is a website that functions as a central information source for North American CSFs
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CASE STUDY: SKIPPER OTTO’S COMMUNITY SUPPORTED FISHERY
One of the most successful and well-known CSFs in BC is Skipper Otto's, based in
Vancouver. Founded in 2008 by Shaun and Sonia Strobel, the CSF sells shares to
consumers as far east as Toronto and delivers seafood through partnerships with
retailers. Locations outside of BC include Calgary, Edmonton, Regina, Saskatoon
and Winnipeg, as well as some smaller cities in Alberta. They also offer the option
to pick-up fresh seafood at the False Creek Fishermen’s Wharf, for Vancouver
locals. The products that are delivered through retailers are processed by a small
in-house processing operation at a registered processing plant.
➢ Skipper Otto's CSF adheres to the three principles listed above: they
provide a transparent chain of custody for their seafood; they source
seafood from small-scale, community fishers which ensures that their
products are local; and the short chain of custody and relationship with
fishers ensures that fishers are paid a fair price for their catch.
➢ Skipper Otto's administers their consumer accounts through an online
platform.
➢ Consumers have the opportunity to select which products they wish to
take home. This model allows consumers more control over what they
receive.
➢ This model would not be compatible with the seafood subscription box
described above, since the subscription box is predicated on the 'surprise'
element: the species included are determined by the fishers and their
catch, rather than consumer choice. This allows cost balancing across
highly-valued and under-valued species.
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LESSONS FOR PRINCE RUPERT
➢ Skipper Otto's CSF started with a single fisherman and a small number of
consumers, so a similar CSF in Prince Rupert could be successful with a
small number of early adopters.
o After 10 years of operation, Skipper Otto's now sources seafood from
21 fishers and serves a customer base as far as Toronto with a total
of 21 distinct locations. Customers include anyone willing to pay in
advance for the CSF shares and located nearby to a pick-up location.
The lesson here is that it takes time and dedicated customer
engagement to keep a CSF viable.
➢ Skipper Otto's has an in-house processing operation, which likely makes
their products appealing to a wider market. A similar set-up could be
achieved in Prince Rupert through partnering with a local processor –
however, this does increase the cost of the final product. Considering that
cost of seafood was the most common issue discussed at Cow Bays Days,
keeping the price affordable is a priority for Prince Rupert.
➢ Pick-up of fresh fish could be enabled in Prince Rupert; however, since an
on-the-docks fish market doesn't already exist in Prince Rupert, this would
require some initial set-up.

03.

FISH HUB

WHAT
The term 'fish hub' is used here to describe a seafood version of a terrestrial/
agricultural food hub. Food Hubs are starting to pop up in cities around North
America, such as Vancouver and Toronto. The idea is to create a central
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community meeting space to connect food harvesters and food consumers.
Figure 13 below outlines the process in four steps.
This 'space' can be either physical – with a dedicated building featuring
infrastructure such as community kitchens, processing facilities and cold storage
– or digital, as simply a space for harvesters and consumers to connect directly. A
fish hub serves the same purpose, focusing on seafood. However, since seafood
has different handling requirements, the options for creating a fish hub vary
depending on the kind of licensing required for different functions.
➢ The simplest model for a fish hub breaks the process into two parts:
01. Communication between fishers and consumers, to arrange a time
to meet the fisher at their fishing vessel and place orders for types
and quantities of seafood so the fisher(s) know how much product
they can keep onboard and how much can be sold to a processor or
utilized in other ways.
02. Meeting between the fisher and the consumer, the simplest of which
would be at the fishing vessel on the docks, which allows fishers to
perform the sale with the same licensing as an on-the-docks fish
market. Details on these requirements will be discussed in Part III
below.
Figure 13: The Fish Hub Process
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RESONANCE WITH COMMUNITY NEEDS
➢ Throughout the project, we heard from many people that they would be
happy to simply be put “on a fisherman's phone or email list” – essentially,
open a line of communication between fishers and consumers. Many
people would like to know when a fisher is coming to the harbour and what
kind of seafood he or she has on board, so that they can go down to the
docks and buy from the fisher at a time that works for both parties. The
fish hub concept is the formalized version of this arrangement, and asks
consumers to communicate what they are looking to buy to the fisher so
that both parties have a commitment in place before either party has to
invest too much time in the sale.
➢ The fish hub is essentially a market on the docks, except that the model
asks consumers to commit to their purchase in advance so that fishers are
not left with all the uncertainty of a traditional market. This meets the
desire of Prince Rupert residents for an outdoor fish market.
➢ Informal communication between fishers and consumers already exists, so
formalizing this process streamlines and opens this avenue to accessing
seafood to those not already connected through personal and informal
networks.

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES
The challenges that a fish hub would face are similar to both the market and CSF,
described above.
➢ The fish hub is a new and unfamiliar concept, so although it streamlines
informal communication that already exists in Prince Rupert and
surrounding communities, it may be difficult for the formal model to gain
traction.
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➢ A fish hub requires administration and organization capacity, similar to a
CSF, to coordinate communication and orders between fishers and
consumers.
➢ A fish hub would require some sort of communication channel, the easiest
of which to set-up and manage is an online system. However, not everyone
in Prince Rupert is comfortable with online systems.
➢ Although a fish hub would allow fishers to earn a better price for their
catch – by selling directly to consumers – profitability and long-term
sustainability depends on the volume of regular sales, which may be a
challenge in a small community such as Prince Rupert.

CASE STUDY: HIGHLINE FISHING CO.
A similar concept to the fish hub is the “Fresh Sheet” used by the Highline Fishing
Company. Highline Fishing Co. was started by Zeke and Angy Pellegrin, both
commercial fishers from Campbell River, BC.
➢ Highline Fishing Co. sends out an email to their subscribers to let them
know when and where their boats will be coming to shore, how long they
will be at the stated location, and what types of fish they have available.
○ The emails may also include prices and options to pre-order certain
types of seafood for pick-up at the docks.
○ The email typically goes out a few days in advance of the market
date - sometimes even just one day ahead.
➢ The typical location for the sales is the Campbell River Fisherman's Wharf.
➢ Highline Fishing Co. have built enough of a customer base that they
normally only list a start time for transactions, and continue selling until
they sell out.
○ They also don't require orders or a commitment in advance from
their buyers for most types of fish.
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LESSONS FOR PRINCE RUPERT
Although this 'fresh-sheet' model is not exactly identical to a fish hub as
described in this section, the two models are similar enough to draw some
lessons for the Prince Rupert context.
➢ Campbell River is a larger community than Prince Rupert, so Highline
Fishing Co. has a larger population to sell to. However, the model is flexible
enough to work on a smaller scale too, if fishers are willing to experiment
with a smaller volume of sales.
➢ The model allows people to build a relationship with fishers and build
familiarity with the model, so it has the potential to grow from a
small-scale initiative into a more profitable and sustainable enterprise.
➢ The online method of communication makes administering this model very
easy for the fisher – however, in the Prince Rupert context this might
exclude certain people who are not comfortable with online
communication systems.

04.

MOBILE SEAFOOD TRUCK

WHAT
A mobile seafood truck is essentially a fish market on wheels. There are several
trucks that sell seafood with this model in the southern mainland of BC. A mobile
seafood truck can also be a restaurant, but for the purposes of this project the
focus is on sale of raw seafood. There are several models that a mobile seafood
truck selling raw seafood can take (licensing requirements vary based on the
model):
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➢ An individual fisher selling his or her own catch from a registered freezer
truck.
➢ A processor or retailer receiving fish from several fishers and selling from a
mobile freezer truck.
➢ A combination of a CSF or Fish Hub with a mobile seafood truck, where
consumers make a commitment to buy as described in the two sections
above and the orders are distributed on a freezer truck.

RESONANCE WITH COMMUNITY NEEDS
➢ Similarly to the options above, a mobile seafood truck addresses the desire
of Prince Rupert residents for more opportunities to connect with local
fishers and access seafood through an outdoor market experience. A
mobile seafood truck, although not an on-the-docks market, still offers a
personal and outdoor fish buying experience.
➢ A mobile seafood truck that is operated by a fisher or a collective of fishers
would also address the need for more affordable seafood, since buying
directly from the harvesters would result in lower prices and higher per-sale
profits for both the buyer and fisher, respectively.
➢ A mobile seafood truck has the advantage of being able to travel to other
nearby communities, to increase the population base it serves. For
example, a seafood truck from Prince Rupert could double or triple its sales
by also serving Terrace, the Hazeltons and Smithers.

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES
➢ The main challenge for this option is the capital cost associated with
buying a commercial grade freezer truck and getting it licensed for sale of
raw seafood.
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➢ Similarly to the options described above, a market of any kind requires a
large enough population to sustain it over the long term; Prince Rupert may
not have enough of a population base to make a mobile seafood truck
viable, especially once the large capital costs are factored in.
➢ A mobile seafood truck would require at least one dedicated, full-time staff
person; while some of the other options described above can be organized
in addition to other full-time activities, the seafood truck is a bigger
financial investment and requires more of a time commitment to make it
viable. This model would not be viable on a small or experimental scale,
because it requires too much upfront investment.

05.

FOOD LITERACY PROGRAMMING

WHAT
Throughout the community engagement for this project, two things became
apparent, alongside ideas for new ways to acquire local seafood:
01. There is an abundance of seafood harvesting and preparation knowledge
embedded within the community.
02. There is a distinct lack of opportunities to learn from these knowledge
holders, unless connected to them through personal and informal
networks.
Additionally, the idea that a lack of knowledge about how to process and prepare
seafood may be preventing people from accessing seafood came up in several
interviews. Throughout these conversations, there was a consensus that more
hands-on educational opportunities to learn how to process and prepare seafood
would be beneficial to the community.
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RESONANCE WITH COMMUNITY NEEDS
The benefits of seafood literacy28 programming include:
➢ Increasing access to seafood by allowing people to purchase seafood
'whole' or unprocessed, since unprocessed seafood is typically less
expensive.
➢ Increasing access to seafood and its nutritional benefits by highlighting
under-valued species, which tend to be more affordable and help take the
pressure off high-value species.

Seafood Literacy is a similar concept to Food Literacy, which is to increase education and
understanding around seafood choices and how these choices impact both human health and
environmental health. The Food Literacy Centre defines Food Literacy as “Understanding the impact of
your food choices on your health, the environment, and our economy.”
28
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➢ Improved health outcomes by re-orienting people's relationship with their
food – for example, food cooked from raw ingredients tends to be healthier
and contain less preservatives.29
o This is especially important in the longer term, in potentially
changing how families pass on food traditions to younger
generations.30
➢ Increasing awareness of the value of seafood, both from a nutritional and
environmental perspective, to increase demand for high quality,
sustainably sourced seafood.
➢ Creating a culture around seafood and sharing knowledge amongst
community members, which helps foster community cohesion and builds
demand for some of the market options described in this report.

POTENTIAL CHALLENGES
➢ Seafood literacy programming requires organizational capacity, similar to
the market options listed above.
➢ Food literacy programming is typically offered as a non-profit educational
opportunity, which would require fund sourcing. However, if offered as a
for-profit activity, funding might not present a challenge.

Sarah Colatruglio and Joyce Slater, “Food Literacy: Bridging the Gap between Food, Nutrition and
Well-Being,” In Sustainable well-being: Concepts, issues, and educational practices, Edited by F Deer, T
Falkenberg, B McMillan, and L Sims, ESWB Press: Winnipeg, MB, 2014, pg. 37-55.
30
Melissa N.Laska et al. “Does Involvement in Food Preparation Track from Adolescence to Young
Adulthood and Is It Associated with Better Dietary Quality? Findings from a 10-Year Longitudinal Study.”
Public Health Nutrition, 2012.
29
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PART III

RECOMMENDATIONS
Understanding the community's needs and the different models available to
increase access to local seafood, there are several options that have the potential
to be successful in Prince Rupert. Based on what came out of the community
engagement, and what local fishers and processors see as possible in Prince
Rupert, combined with research on what has been successful in other
communities and what conditions existed to lead to those successes, an outdoor
fish market, a community supported fishery, a fish hub and seafood literacy
programming were selected for further feasibility analysis.
Each of these options will be discussed in this section, along with
recommendations specific to the Prince Rupert context. Where demonstration
projects were possible, lessons from each of those is also discussed below.

Is an outdoor fish market feasible in Prince Rupert?
An outdoor fish market was by far the most popular new avenue for accessing
seafood that came up in the community engagement. However, based on
conversations with fishers and community members, it seems that there is not
sufficient supply or demand for an outdoor fish market on the docks in Prince
Rupert. A Steveston-style dockside fish market is currently not viable in
Prince Rupert.
➢ Approximately 40% of respondents surveyed during the initial fisher survey
said they would be interested in selling to the public; however, even these
respondents mentioned that it was not necessarily worth their time to take
time away from fishing to wait for potential customers at a traditional
market.
➢ Furthermore, due to the time sensitive nature of the fishing industry,
fishers repeatedly said that although they would like to participate in direct
sales to the public, they could not commit to specific times and dates –
which is necessary for a successful market.
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➢ Many respondents, especially those who answered that they would not be
interested in selling to the public said that they didn't believe there was
enough demand in Prince Rupert for a successful market.
o Prince Rupert is thought to have enough informal trading and robust
enough food fish programs to satisfy enough of the demand, making
a market unfeasible.
o What demand is left is thought to be satisfied by Dolly's Fish Market.
To compound these findings, on the demand side many people are not willing to
pay a high enough price for seafood to make a market profitable for fishers. One
of the questions asked at the community survey at Cow Bay Days was "What
Price Would you be willing to pay?" per species.
Respondents were given coloured stickers and asked to place the sticker beside
the species they would be interested in purchasing at a market, at the point on
the scale corresponding to the price they would be willing to pay. Image 2 shows
the results of this question. The large purple dot indicates the ex-vessel price for
31
each species, where available, to give respondents an idea of what the fishers
are paid for each species.
Colours on this questions do not indicate preference, and each respondent was
given as many stickers as they wanted to use. Initially respondents were selecting
species by placing a sticker on the right of the species name, and then indicating
price on the left, but eventually respondents stopped placing a sticker on the
right, as the one indicating price (on the left) also indicated preference for that
particular species.

2016 Ex-Vessel prices taken from: GSGislason & Associates Ltd. “Linkages Between Seafood
Harvesting and Processing,” Report prepared for Canada Fisheries and Oceans, August 2017.
31
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Image 2: Species respondents were interested in buying, and what they would be willing to pay for
them. Participants stopped placing stickers on the right, beside the names of species, as the
stickers on the left automatically indicated a preference for each individual species.

As can be seen in Image 2, a significant number of respondents were unwilling to
pay even the ex-vessel price32. This is especially true for high-value species such as
halibut that are available through informal trade networks for very low prices (for
example, several participants mentioned that they could access halibut for $5/lb,
which is below the ex-vessel price). Even those who were willing to pay above the
ex-vessel price chose fairly low prices (for halibut, up to $15/lb for a fish that sells
for $28/lb at retail). This leaves at best a small margin of profit for fishers who
would need to take on extra cost and risks to sell directly to the public. Figure 14
below organizes this data into a more easily readable format.

Please note: a few early respondents made their selections before all of the ex-vessel prices
were added to the chart; although those low values still illustrate an unwillingness to pay a market
price, those early respondents made choices without the full information on ex-vessel prices.
32
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Figure 14: Preferred price points by species.
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As an example, prawns were selling at $12/lb this year to processors – and yet all
but one respondent indicated that they would only pay $15/lb or less for prawns.
This does not leave enough of a margin to cover the cost to the fisher to bring the
product to the dock, pay for packaging and, most importantly, risk not selling all
of his or her product.
In this case, the fisher has no incentive to set up at a market and take on extra
risk, when he or she can get a good price from the processor and be sure to
quickly and efficiently sell all of his or her product.

So, what could work in Prince Rupert?

33

Figure obtained from interview with a Prawn fisher
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MODELS FOR PRINCE RUPERT: OUTDOOR MARKET
Despite the barriers that make a dockside fish market challenging, a
processor-led outdoor fish market could still be viable in Prince Rupert. An
existing processor would already possess the infrastructure and licensing to lead
such a market. Since this infrastructure was already in place, we tested this
model with a demonstration project this summer, through partnering with Dolly's
Fish Market.

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - LESSONS LEARNED
Dolly's Fish Market is currently the only small-scale processor and retailer in
Prince Rupert providing access to local seafood. Charmayne Carlson, the owner
and operator of Dolly's Fish Market, was also a member of the Advisory
Committee for this project, and was willing to test the idea of an outdoor fish
market at the Cow Bay Days street fair on July 7, 2018. On very short notice,
Dolly's Fish Market set-up a small outdoor stall and sold halibut and crab
unprocessed at wholesale prices in their parking lot. Although the day started off
slow, final sales were enough to pay the costs for the demonstration market.
Lessons from this demonstration project include:
➢ Marketing for the demonstration project was limited and included social
media and radio announcements. With better marketing efforts, more
awareness and interest could have led to higher sales.
➢ The market was quite hidden from the rest of the Cow Bay Days activities,
since it was in a parking lot across the street from the fair and behind
several parked cars. More consideration on visibility and positioning should
be taken into account for future iterations of such a market.
➢ Several participants at the community survey, which was positioned in the
main parking lot of the fair, mentioned that they would be interested in
buying from the market but did not want to leave the fair to go home right
away to take care of fresh fish or crab. Adjusting the timing of the market
to accommodate for the fact that most people do not want to carry fresh
fish around at an event could also lead to improved sales.
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➢ The low volume of halibut sales could be due to the fact that halibut is a
very large fish and not everyone knows how to or wants to buy an entire
halibut and process it at home. Perhaps more manageable species or
already processed products would have sold better.
➢ At the Community Presentation on August 22nd, where this project was
shared with a public audience, several attendees said they would have
supported the market had they known about it – reinforcing the idea that
better marketing could have led to more sales.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPTIONS - OUTDOOR MARKET
A processor-led outdoor fish market could be viable in Prince Rupert. The
response to and lessons learned from the demonstration project indicate that
this model could both satisfy the desire for an outdoor fish market experience for
Prince Rupert residents, while also being sustainable and profitable for the
processor.
➢ Dedicated marketing is necessary for the success of such a market,
including advertising the market to the Terrace, Hazeltons and Smithers
communities.
➢ Attaching an outdoor market to a popular outdoor or community event is a
good way of reaching out to a larger crowd; however, the timing of the
market, as well as sales and packaging options should be adjusted to
account for the fact that people don't want to buy seafood and leave it in
their cars or walk around with it at an outdoor event.
o For example, offering to store seafood in a freezer for customers
until they are ready to leave might address this challenge.
o Opening the market later in the event and closing after the main
event is over might also encourage people to buy.
o Examples of events to partner with include Prince Rupert’s Seafest
and Cow Bay Days, and Terrace’s Skeena Riverboat Days.
➢ Processed products, such as fillets and steaks, might be more desirable to a
wider audience than unprocessed products.
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➢ Offering processing as an option after purchasing at the outdoor market
might also be helpful.
➢ Combining the outdoor market with a processing workshop might draw
more attention and add to the community event, if appropriate.
➢ Including fishers and education on the sourcing of the seafood can help to
align this type of market with the desire for a connection with local fishers,
which was expressed in the community engagement for this project.
Starting small and experimenting with different events, activities and products is
most likely to lead to success with an outdoor market, as this way the community
has the opportunity to provide feedback and the market operators have the
opportunity to respond with appropriate changes.
In terms of understanding the feasibility of an outdoor market, the experience of
the demonstration project was the most valuable tool for learning about what is
possible in the local context. Further small-scale demonstrations and
experimental markets will help to refine and shape a model that is tailored to the
local context and can therefore be sustainable in the long term.

MODELS FOR PRINCE RUPERT: FISH HUB
Based on the informal nature of fish access networks in Prince Rupert, the Fish
Hub is a model that could be successful. This model allows both fishers and
consumers to make small up-front commitments that lead to a similar experience
as that of an outdoor fish market. The fish hub model is essentially a formalized
communication channel, so it is also flexible enough to work with the very
time-sensitive nature of the fishing industry.
Arranging a time and place to meet for sales can be done with only a few days
notice, instead of the several weeks that would be needed to advertise for a
successful market. As highlighted above in the case study on Highline Fishing Co.,
once the communication networks are established, only a few days' notice is
needed to let consumers know when and where fresh seafood will be available.
Asking consumers to make a commitment in advance of the meeting makes this
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model more appealing to fishers, because it allows them to prepare in advance for
the volume of sales and unload the rest of their product to other buyers.

[ATTEMPTED] DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - LESSONS LEARNED
A demonstration project was attempted for the fish hub this summer. However,
due to the late timing of this attempted project in August 2018 coinciding with
the end of the salmon fishing season in the North Coast, this demonstration was
unable to get off the ground.
Despite the fact that the fish hub demonstration project was not successful this
summer, the process of attempting to set-up the fish hub resulted in a lot of
learning, which is captured here.
➢ A second survey of fishers was carried out, to find out if there would be 1 or
2 early adopters willing to test the model.
o 20 fishers were surveyed, including those who responded positively
to the first survey on whether fishers would be interested in selling
directly to the public. Responses were generally very positive, with
most respondents saying they would be interested in participating in
a fish hub if the timing had been better.
o 2 out of the 20 respondents said they would be willing to participate
in the demonstration project.
o 2 Facebook posts on pages frequented by local fishers (West Coast
Fisherman and Commercial Fishing on the B.C. Coast) also received
generally positive responses, with 2 fishers and 1 non-profit
organization reaching out as a result of these posts to either express
interest in participating in the demonstration project or asking to
learn more about the model.
➢ Of the two fishers who expressed interest in participating, one filled out
the paperwork for the two licenses required to sell directly to the public
from his fishing vessel – the City of Prince Rupert Business License and the
Fish Vending License. However, he decided not to proceed with applying for
the licenses because the salmon season was coming to an end, and he did
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not anticipate enough openings in the near future to have sufficient
salmon to sell to fish hub participants.
Based on the experience of attempting to organize this fish hub demonstration
project and coming across many misconceptions and confusing information on
requirements, Figure 15 outlines the steps that a fisher would need to take to be
able to sell his or her own catch directly to the public.
Some additional considerations that came up during this attempted
demonstration project:
➢ Participants were encouraged to look into Business Liability Insurance,
which, although not required, may be useful for the seller.
➢ The structure of the business setup may be important to consider for
accounting and taxation purposes.
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Figure 15: How to sell seafood to the public from a fishers harvest vessel
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RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPTIONS - FISH HUB
Despite the failed fish hub demonstration project attempt, the fish hub is still a
viable option for Prince Rupert, for the reasons outlined above. Additionally, the
positive response to the fish hub concept from most of the fishers surveyed
indicates that this is a model that fishers are willing to participate in.
Recommendations:
➢ Start early in the fishing season. This is the main reason that the fish hub
demonstration project, which was attempted in August 2018 – near the end
of the 2018 salmon fishing season – did not succeed.
o Start reaching out to fishers in March and April, to allow them
enough time to apply for and obtain relevant licenses and organize a
process for validating their catch.
➢ Working with the DFO to get a publicly accessible dock such as Cow Bay
Marina to be listed as a designated landing site would significantly simplify
the validation process for fishers. Depending on the fishery, the validation
process might become a major hurdle for both the fish hub and the CSF,
since it requires an extra step on the part of fishers, unless the sales dock
can also be designated as the landing dock.
o The Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) designates
landing sites; the local Prince Rupert office for the DFO would be the
contact to determine if this is possible.
➢ Connect with a diversity of fishers, to ensure a diversity of seafood is
available for consumers.
➢ Combining the fish hub dates and times with seafood literacy
programming may encourage more customers to participate – since buying
unprocessed seafood might turn some people away.
Options for Leadership:
Beyond the demonstration project, the fish hub will need an individual or group to
manage communication and relationships between fishers and consumers. Table
2 outlines some potential options for leadership of the fish hub.
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Table 2: Options for Fish Hub Leadership
Pros

Cons

Fisher's Co-op A group of commercial
fishers working
cooperatively to share
the responsibility of
managing the Fish Hub
and sharing the benefits
among themselves.

➢ Harvester-Consumer relationship ➢ Time and capacity drain on
creates trust
fishers
➢ Very short supply chain
➢ Creation of co-op
➢ Benefits and costs/risks are
administration and
distributed fairly
governance structure is
➢ More/ most profit captured for
time-consuming
fishers
➢ Cost/ capacity needs of
➢ Strong community building aspect
coordination may be too
to a fisher co-op run Fish Hub
high for co-op

Non-Profit
Organization A non-profit
organization organizing
and managing
communication between
commercial fishers and
consumers: either to
satisfy organization
mandate or as a partner
with interested fishers.

➢ Reduced administrative/
marketing workload for fishers
➢ Extra layer of legitimacy added by
non-profit, as well as a physical
location and regular staff
➢ Non-profit may agree to
coordinate for a reduced cost
➢ Access to expertise: marketing,
communication, administrative
and business

➢ Non-profit's vision might not
align well with participating
fishers
➢ Non-profit might have other
priorities leading to a lack of
focus on the Fish Hub

Local Processor A local processor
organizes
communication between
commercial fishers and
consumers and offers
processing services as
well.

➢ Reduced administrative/
marketing workload for fishers
➢ Processed products might attract
a wider customer base
➢ Access to processor’s
relationships/ customer base
➢ Access to location and licensing:
can receive and store fish

➢ Fish Hub not directly
between fisher and
consumer
➢ Processing adds to cost for
consumers
➢ Time and capacity drain on
processor
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First Nations
Commercial Fishing
Enterprise (CFE) A CFE organizes
communication between
commercial fishers
(likely those who are
already connected to
the CFE) and consumers
as an economic
diversification project.

➢ CFE connected to local fishers and
their needs
➢ CFE likely has access to a
community/ consumer base
➢ CFEs tend to focus on
➢ CFEs, created under DFO's PICFI
projects with larger
program, may have access to
economic potential
funding for economic
➢ Time and capacity drain on
diversification projects
the CFE
➢ No knowledge or capacity learning
curve, and no new organizational
structures needed.

Private Business Owner
An individual fisher
➢ Fish Hub receives dedicated time
organizes
and capacity
communication with
➢ Harvester-Consumer relationship
consumers and uses this
creates trust
model to sell directly to ➢ Very short supply chain
the public as a personal
business.

➢ Due to limited profitability,
especially at the outset,
private operator may
become discouraged from
continuing the Fish Hub over
the long term

Volunteer
Coordination ➢ Reduced administrative/
A group or individual
marketing workload for fishers
manages
➢ Reduced coordination cost to
communication between
fishers
fishers and consumers
on a voluntary basis.

➢ Voluntary models tend to be
unsustainable long-term
➢ Dedicated time commitment
may not be possible from
volunteers

MODELS FOR PRINCE RUPERT: CSF + SEAFOOD
SUBSCRIPTION BOX
Another model that could be successful in Prince Rupert is a Community
Supported Fishery (CSF). Although a CSF requires a larger commitment from early
adopters, it can be fairly successful with a small number of early adopters, and it
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offers the opportunity for participants and fishers to develop personal
relationships.
In particular, the model that would be most useful for Prince Rupert is that of a
CSF combined with a seafood subscription box. This model allows inclusion of
under-valued species which can help to keep the box prices affordable, which is a
common concern expressed by residents. In combination with seafood literacy
programming, a CSF-subscription box model would help to foster a culture of
discovery and connection to local seafood, while also keeping access relatively
affordable. This model also helps to regulate undue pressure on high-value
fisheries.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPTIONS - CSF + SEAFOOD
SUBSCRIPTION BOX
Although a demonstration project was not possible for this model this summer,
recommendations and potential options for how a CSF + Seafood Subscription
Box could look are outlined in this section.
Recommendations and resources:
➢ A key aspect of the CSF model is that customers buy shares in advance of
the fishing season. Therefore, the creation of the CSF and its rules and
membership guidelines should take place very early, perhaps as early as
October or November of the year prior to the first CSF season. Customer
recruitment should be well underway by January.
➢ LocalCatch.org provides several resources for how to set up a CSF,
including:
○ “Starting and Maintaining Community Supported Fishery Programs:
A Resource Guide for Fishermen and Fishing Communities”
○ “Connecting Local Seafood and Consumers: Direct Marketing 101”
➢ North Atlantic Marine Alliance (NAMA) is another organization that
provides resources for CSFs, including their Resources for Fishermen
Many of the lessons from the attempted Fish Hub demonstration project are
applicable to a CSF + Seafood Subscription Box. For example, the following
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recommendations outlined in the Fish Hub section above are also recommended
for the CSF + Seafood Subscription Box:
➢ Working with the DFO to get a publicly accessible dock such as Cow Bay
Marina to be listed as a designated landing site would significantly simplify
the validation process for fishers. Depending on the fishery, the validation
process might become a major hurdle for the CSF, since it requires an extra
step on the part of fishers, unless the sales dock can also be designated as
the landing dock.
o The Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) designates
landing sites; the local Prince Rupert office for the DFO would be the
contact to determine if this is possible.
➢ Connect with a diversity of fishers, to ensure a diversity of seafood is
available for consumers.
➢ Combining the CSF pick-up dates and times with seafood literacy
programming may encourage more customers to participate – since buying
unprocessed seafood might turn some people away.
Figure 11 on page 30, which outlines the licensing and steps needed to sell directly
to the public in BC, and table 2 on page 57 which discusses the pros and cons of
several different options for leading a Fish Hub also apply to a potential CSF.

MODELS FOR PRINCE RUPERT: SEAFOOD LITERACY
PROGRAMMING
Food Literacy Programming – specifically seafood literacy – has the potential to
both enable and build on the three models for increasing access to seafood in
Prince Rupert discussed above: a processor-led outdoor market, a Fish Hub and
a CSF + Seafood Subscription Box. Seafood Literacy programming also provides
community benefits that go beyond increasing access, such as potentially
34
improving resiliency and health and increasing community cohesion by bringing
people together to share and learn about seafood. In combination with one or
Ellen Desjardins and Elsie Azevedo, “Food Literacy Among Youth, Young Pregnant Women and Young
Parents Who Are At Risk for Poor Health,” A Locally Driven Collaborative Project Funded by Public
Health Ontario, Technical Report, 2013.
34
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more of the models listed above, the education and market access initiatives
complement and strengthen one another to create a culture of valuing seafood
and prioritizing local fish harvesters and sustainable harvesting practices.
Seafood Literacy programming builds on the Prince Rupert community's existing
assets, such as seafood harvesting and preparation knowledge held by local
residents and infrastructure such as community kitchens. Creating opportunities
to share this knowledge with members of the broader Prince Rupert community
has the potential to bring many of the benefits associated with seafood literacy
programming listed in Part II above to the local community while fostering a
greater appreciation and demand for local, sustainably caught seafood.
Food Literacy programming is a broad term that encompasses a myriad of
food-related educational initiatives, and although the focus is on seafood literacy
here, this still leaves the definition open to a wide range of activities. Seafood
literacy in the Prince Rupert context could include:
➢ Workshops on how to prepare locally available species of seafood,
including providing new and innovative recipes.
➢ Workshops on how to process locally available species of seafood – where
processing can include anything from killing, heading and gutting of the
fish or crab to more complex traditional techniques such as smoking and
candying fish.
➢ Workshops on the value of locally caught seafood – both from a health
perspective as well as an economic/ industry focused perspective (for
example, discussing the costs associated with harvesting seafood or
running a business to process and prepare seafood).
➢ Workshops on small-scale and/or traditional harvesting techniques
➢ Informational campaigns on the value of seafood and how local fisheries
impact fish stocks compared with the impact of industrial vessels.
➢ Workshops/ informational campaigns on the current state of the fishing
industry, including information on supply chains and sourcing of seafood.
Seafood Literacy Programming can be provided in a range of formats, including:
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➢ Non-profit, free-of charge educational programming for adults and children
who are experiencing food insecurity.
➢ Non-profit, by-donation educational programming for the broader
community, with the recognition that (sea)food literacy can improve
dietary habits across income spectrums.35
➢ Non-profit, at-cost programming aimed at the broader community.
➢ For-profit programming – this could be either as a community event or as a
dedicated educational course.
➢ Non-profit informational campaigns – in Prince Rupert, word-of-mouth and
print media (such as posters) would be the recommended mediums, as they
are quite effective for the local context.

DEMONSTRATION PROJECT - LESSONS LEARNED
To better understand what kind of value seafood literacy programming could
provide in Prince Rupert, and what successful initiatives could look like, a
demonstration project was carried out at the end of August 2018. In partnership
with the North Coast Transition Society, Dolly's Fish Market, and a locally based
commercial fisher and photographer, Chelsey Ellis, a crab cooking workshop was
offered to the residents of the North Coast Transition Society on August 21st,
2018. Approximately 12 participants took part in the workshop, all of whom were
either staff or residents of the North Coast Transition Society. The response from
participants was overwhelmingly positive, and indicates that this type of
educational opportunity is indeed valuable to members of the Prince Rupert
community.
The North Coast Transition Society has a tradition of residents cooking dinner as
a group in a centrally located kitchen facility, so the culture and infrastructure
were already in place to enable a seafood literacy demonstration workshop. The
NCIL, Chelsey Ellis and Dolly's Fish Market helped to design the workshop, and
the ingredients for the meals were provided by the North Coast Transition
Society, with Dolly's Fish Market supplying the crab. Charmayne Carlson from
Dolly's Fish Market and Chelsey Ellis each led the demonstration of a crab recipe,
Sarah Colatruglio and Joyce Slater, “Food Literacy: Bridging the Gap between Food, Nutrition and
Well-Being,” In Sustainable well-being: Concepts, issues, and educational practices, Edited by F Deer, T
Falkenberg, B McMillan, and L Sims, ESWB Press: Winnipeg, MB, 2014, pg. 37-55.
35
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and workshop participants had an opportunity to observe and participate in the
cooking process. Pictures below capture the experience.

Participants were each given a handout with most of the recipes that were
presented and pens to take notes. The workshop started off with introductions
and a question to get everyone comfortable with the group. Prep work for some
side dishes was the first demonstration, and then the group moved outside into
the yard for a demonstration on how to kill and clean crab by Charmayne Carlson
(pictured below, left). This was a key part of the workshop, as discomfort in
working with unprocessed fish and live crab is one barrier to accessing seafood
that came up in the community engagement for this project – especially for
younger generations who do not have as many opportunities to learn seafood
processing techniques.
Once the crab was cleaned, it was perforated
for the first crab recipe, a curry ginger crab.
Participants are pictured below working
together to break the shells for this recipe.
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The group then prepared the side
dishes and moved into the kitchen
for a demonstration of the cooking
process. To wrap up the workshop,
the group shared a meal together
outdoors and had a chance to
reflect on the workshop.
In-person feedback during the
workshop and feedback on forms
filled out by most of the
participants at the end of the
workshop captured highly positive
participant reflections and ideas on
how such workshops could provide
value in the future.
Participants indicated that the workshop was useful and the recipes and
techniques learned would be used again.
Comments on the feedback forms included:
➢ "I learned so much! Such a great learning experience. Thank you!"
➢ "Please come again and show more of your expertise."
➢ "Ha'awa36 for the food and learning experience. :)"
All respondents who answered the question on whether they would like to see
similar workshops in the future said they would. Suggestions for new workshop
ideas included different types of seafood recipes and affordable salmon recipes.
Reasons why participants enjoyed the workshop included:
➢ "It was informative and fun."
➢ "Hands on. Useful tips"
➢ "It was something new!"
36

Ha’awa means ‘thank you’ in the Haida language.
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The process of organizing and running the workshop facilitated a lot of learning
on how such programming can add value to the community, and what changes
are needed from this initial demonstration project. Lessons learned fell into two
categories:
01. Operational lessons, which included factors to consider such as:
i. Find a larger workspace. Although the kitchen in the Transition
House is fairly large, not everyone could participate in every activity
due to limitations in available counter and table space.
ii. Cooking is a dynamic process that involves creativity and
improvisation, so when one of the crab recipes was changed, the
handouts were no longer fully reflective of what was being taught.
iii. Start the workshop planning process earlier. Although the workshop
came together remarkably well in the very short time span of a week,
a longer planning period could have helped to iron out details.
02. Theory and method, which included higher-level lessons for what brings
value to the community:
i. Although most participants enjoyed the overall workshop and even
the process of learning how to kill and clean the crab, most were
hesitant to participate themselves, despite saying that it would have
been a new skill to learn. Probing this hesitation further will be
helpful in determining why a significant number of workshop
participants did not want to take part in this key part of the
workshop: killing the crab. This is an important question, because
learning how to process fresh seafood should be a significant focus
of seafood literacy programming.
ii. Participants pointed out that they were especially happy to learn two
new and creative recipes for cooking crab. So, perhaps the draw of
the workshop was in the creative recipes and social aspect, rather
than the opportunity to learn technical processing skills.
iii. The overwhelmingly positive response to the workshop indicates
that seafood literacy programming, especially where it can
incorporate a collaborative and social environment for learning, does
bring value to the local community. Determining which aspects of
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the workshop respond to the real needs of the community and then
finding ways to deliver on those needs is the next step.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND OPTIONS - SEAFOOD LITERACY
PROGRAMMING
This seafood literacy demonstration project was one possible format among
many for opportunities to share and circulate knowledge around seafood in
Prince Rupert. The following are some recommendations for next steps on how to
build on the success of this demonstration project.
➢ Having established through both research and a tangible demonstration
project that seafood literacy programming has the potential to add real
value to the Prince Rupert community, the next step is to determine what
the needs are with regards to seafood literacy. Questions to consider
include:
○ What seafood-related knowledge and skills are lacking among the
community?
○ What knowledge and skills are people interested in learning?
○ What kinds of knowledge and skills do knowledge-holders believe are
important to pass on, and who is willing to share their skills?
○ What seafood-related knowledge do the community’s youth hold,
and what are they interested in learning?
○ What aspects of seafood literacy programs draw people in - is it the
opportunity to learn technical skills, the opportunity to be creative
with new recipes, the opportunity to learn from a qualified
instructor, the opportunity to be social and meet people, or
something else entirely?
■ Developing an understanding of the needs related to seafood
literacy will help to determine what kind of programming
would gain buy-in from the community.
➢ Understand the audience or segment of the population that is being
targeted. For example, Figure 6 on page 24 allowed the current project to
focus on the needs of a particular segment of the population that can
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neither access seafood through harvesting it themselves or receiving it
through personal networks, and also cannot afford the premium seafood
that is available in town. This allowed the project to address the specific
needs of this group, rather than attempt to pursue impractical, universally
applicable solutions.
○ With the range of possibilities available for seafood literacy
programming, focusing on an audience and responding to specific
needs is especially important to make the work effective. Having a
focus audience in mind will help determine what kind of
programming is valuable, and what kind of funding and operational
models are applicable.
➢ Research different food literacy programs and learn about funding and
operational models. There are many food literacy programs throughout BC,
Canada and North America that can be reviewed as case studies for how
different formats deliver results, even if they do not necessarily focus on
seafood. Examples of organizations to research further include:
○ Haida Gwaii Farm to Cafeteria/ Learning Circle Program
○ Greater Vancouver Food Bank
○ FoodShare Toronto
➢ Establish partnerships with local organizations that already focus on food
or seafood, or who could benefit from the incorporation of food/ seafood
literacy into their work, such as schools, food banks, community kitchens
and local processors or community event organizers.
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CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
The aim of this research and feasibility project was to understand the needs of
the community with regards to seafood access, scope out what options existed to
address those needs and start to cultivate visions for the future that are specific
to the needs and conditions of the Prince Rupert community, all with an ear to
the ground and maintaining a strong connection with the local community. This
report goes into detail on each of these aspects, providing a solid foundation
from which to build for the future.
The question that was asked at the beginning of this project was:

“How might we grow the local economy for fish and marine
products in Prince Rupert?”
Based on the direction that came out of the community engagement, there are
several possibilities for growing the local economy for seafood, and each has been
cultivated to fit within the Prince Rupert context: a processor-led outdoor fish
market, a fish hub and a CSF combined with a seafood subscription box, and to
complement any of these options, seafood literacy programming.
The next step to build on the learning from this summer’s work is to build
partnerships with individuals and organizations who are interested in, and have
the capacity to, carry some of these initiatives forward. Small scale
demonstration projects are recommended as they allow for rapid learning and
refinement, and include the community in building a model that will be
sustainable over the long-term.
Specifically, further demonstration projects are recommended for the fish hub
and the processor-led outdoor fish market, as there is considerable momentum
that has been built throughout this summer. Further research into the kind of
seafood literacy programming that can add value to the community is also
recommended.
In continuing to build momentum with these smaller scale projects, there is the
potential to foster a culture shift in Prince Rupert, where the community learns
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to expect and support local avenues to access seafood. The hope is that this will
spark enough of a culture shift, among broader culture shifts towards more local
and sustainable access to food, to build relationships between seafood harvesters
and consumers, to foster a culture of care and attention towards healthy,
sustainable seafood, and to allow a fisher-led dockside fish market to thrive in
Prince Rupert in the future.
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APPENDIX
Appendix A: Fisher survey questions
Please note: this survey was administered in-person with these questions as a
guideline. Actual questions asked during the survey may have varied slightly.
1. Are you an active commercial fisher? (Actively fishing during the current
fishing season)
❏
❏
❏
❏

Yes
No, but I have been active in the last 5 years
No
Other - (Please specify):

2. What is your position on the the fishing vessel?
❏
❏
❏
❏

Skipper/ Captain
Crew
Fisher Licence Holder
Other - (Please Specify):

3. Do you identify as a member of a First Nations community?
❏
❏
❏
❏

Yes
No
I prefer not to answer
Other - (Please specify):

4. What fisheries are you actively involved in? Please select all that apply:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Salmon
Groundfish
Crab
Herring
Shellfish and Invertebrates
Tuna
Other - (Please specify):
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5. What do you think can be done to increase access to fish and marine
products in Prince Rupert?
6. What kind of changes would you like to see in Prince Rupert, to help you
sell your fish or earn a better living?
7. Would you be interested in selling fish or marine products directly to the
public in Prince Rupert?
❏ Yes
❏ No
❏ Other - (Please specify):
8. If you answered 'Yes' above, what kind of arrangement would you be
interested in? Please select all that apply:
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Outdoor market
Community Supported Fishery (CSF)
Co-op
Fish Box/ Subscription Box
Email/ Phone list to communicate with customer base
Other - Please specify:

9. If you answered 'No' above, can you tell us why? Please select all that
apply:
❏ I already have a committed buyer
❏ I don't deliver in Prince Rupert
❏ I don't have the set-up/ storage capacity on my vessel to take out smaller
amounts of fish
❏ This is not worth my time/ effort
❏ Other - (Please specify):
10. Do you have any final comments or suggestions for improving access to
local fish for the Prince Rupert community?
11. Can we contact you if we have more questions? If so, please leave your
name, phone number and/or email below.
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Appendix B: Prince Rupert Fish Assets Map - List of Resources
Information for these resources was obtained through interviews and online
sources.

Prince Rupert Fish Industry Resources

Category

Asset Name

North Coast
Transition Society

Community
Food Programs

First Nations
CFEs/ Licence
Holders

Description

Housing support services and women's
shelter. Includes a kitchen for residents of
the shelter with access to groceries, kitchen
support and occasional seafood donations
from DFO.

Social services organization focusing
primarily on the needs of First Nations
Friendship House
Peoples living in Prince Rupert. Services
Association of Prince offered include a Good Food Box, community
dinners and access to a community kitchen.
Rupert
The organization also receives occasional
donations of fish from DFO.

Gitmaxmak'ay
Nisga'a Society

First Nations non-profit organization
providing services to Nisga'a citizens in
Prince Rupert and Port Edward. Own and
operate the Nisga'a Hall, renting the space
and kitchen for events. Distribute fish to
members of the Nisga'a community, as well
as occasionally receiving donations of fish
from DFO.

North Coast Skeena
Commercial Fishing
Enterprise

Commercial Fishing Enterprise (CFE) located
in Prince Rupert with a mandate to increase
access to the Commercial Fishery for
member Nations and develop a sustainable
fishing-related enterprise. Also holds
Commercial Fishing Licences available to
members of the CFE.

Northern Native
Fishing Corporation

Non-profit organization holding 254
Commercial Fishing Licences available for
lease to First Nations Commercial Fishers.
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Marine
Infrastructure

Lax Kw'alaams
Fishing Enterprise

Fishing Enterprise owned by the Lax
Kw'alaams First Nation. The enterprise
manages fishing licenses, vessels and
groundfish quota, which also supplies the
Coast Tsimshian Seafood processing plant.

Rushbrooke Harbour

Moorage space for fishing vessels, accessible
to the public

Cow Bay Marina

Public dock; fishing vessels can moor here for
2 hours free of charge. City of Prince Rupert
is also open to using the space for an outdoor
market.

Fairview Harbour

Moorage sites for commercial and
recreational fishing vessels.

Moorage sites for commercial and
recreational fishing vessels. Lockers are also
Port Edward Harbour
available for storage of fishing equipment
and gear.
Moorage space for fish boats delivering to
Lax Kw'Alaams Dock Coast Tsimshian Seafood and boats
belonging to residents of Lax Kw'Alaams.

Metlakatla Dock

Temporary moorage facility for members of
the Metlakatla First Nation in Prince Rupert.
Food Fish is delivered here for pick-up and
can also be cleaned on-site.

Fuel supplier serving both retail and
industrial markets. Also supplies spill kits,
Northwest Fuels Ltd.
fishing gear, outdoor rain suits and coats and
First Aid supplies, among other products.

Canadian Fishing
Company
Aero Trading
Company Ltd.

Processing and
Coast Tsimshian
Offloading
Seafood
Facilities
Tenerife Packing Co
Ltd.
Canadian Fishing

Large fish offloading plant based in Prince
Rupert.
Large fish processing plant based in Port
Edward.
Fish Processing plant based in Lax Kw'Alaams
Fish Packing plant in Port Edward
Fish processing plant, focusing mostly on live
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Company Seal Cove
Plant

and frozen fish processing as well as custom
offloading.

Rupert Meats

Butcher shop that also offers sports fish
processing services.

Coastal Shellfish
Corporation
D & N Seafood Ltd.
Prince Rupert
Seafoods Ltd.

Retail (+
Processing)

Retail

Support and
Regulatory
Infrastructure

First Nations owned and operated shellfish
aquaculture facility.
Seafood offloading and transportation
(trucking) company based in Port Edward.
Custom offloading facility for commercial
fishers.

Dolly's Fish Market

Indoor Fish Market and restaurant open to
the public. Also includes a
provincially-licensed processing facility..

Safeway

Grocery chain store selling fish at an indoor
counter, including fish processed by Dolly's
Fish Market.

Save-on-Foods

Grocery Store carrying standard items,
including seafood.

Maverick Foods

Grocery store in Prince Rupert that is well
known for its Christmas seafood market.

DFO - Prince Rupert
Office

Regional office of Department of Fisheries
and Oceans Canada. Manage Fisheries
according to Federal policy.

Fisherman's Hall

Location of the United Fishermen and Allied
Workers Union (UFAWU). The space also has
a community kitchen available for rent.

Ecotrust Canada

Non-profit organization offering information
and fisheries monitoring services.

Service BC Centre

Prince Rupert branch of BC Government
service centre. Among other services
available, fishers can obtain Ministry of
Agriculture Licenses here, including the Fish
Vendor License and the Fish Receiver
License.
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